Trail King is the leading manufacturer of open deck and materials hauling trailers for the asphalt paving, construction, commercial hauling, agriculture, and specialized transport industries. With a network of almost 400 dealer locations across the U.S. and Canada, Trail King is there when you need us. Our dedicated teams of customer service professionals are available 24/7 to serve you.

We know that your bottom line is important to you and it’s our commitment to make sure you achieve the lowest cost of ownership with the highest quality trailers offered in the market. A Trail King trailer won’t just get the job done — it will get the job done right.

First-rate design.
Reliable performance.

Trail King’s Tilt trailer is equipped to haul medium to heavy duty equipment with easy loading and unloading. The TKT features a high-performing suspension system, strong steel main frame, and platform cushioning cylinders for smooth and secure travel over long distances and rough terrain.

There really is no better companion for enduring and reliable operation.
Adjustable Hitch
Accommodate a wide variety of towing vehicles with an adjustable 4-bolt hitch rated for the full GVWR of the trailer.

Protected Electrical System
Features rubber-mounted, shock-proof, sealed lights and rubber grommets for all wiring through the frame for longer, trouble-free, low-maintenance performance life.

Break-Away System
Standard break-away system complies with U.S. Federal under-ride protection requirements to ensure the lowest possible break angles and provides extra protection for tail lights.

Platforms Cushioning Cylinders
Standard platform cushioning cylinders make loading and unloading a smooth operation.

Platform Approach Plate
Fold-down approach plate is designed to meet U.S. Federal under-ride protection requirements to ensure the lowest possible break angles and provides extra protection for tail lights.

STANDARD FEATURES

- Tilt
- Drop Leg Jack
- Heavy-Duty Bent D-Rings
- Platform Cushioning Cylinders
- Manual Deck Lock
- Fold-Down Approach & Under Ride Protection

Payload Capacity
- 24,000 lb.
- 40,000 lb.
- 50,000 lb.

Tongue Length
- 5’
- 6’
- 6’

Break-Away System
Sealed electric break-away system on TKT24 models with electric brakes located in tongue area.

Fold-Down Approach Plate
Fold-down approach plate is designed to meet U.S. Federal under-ride protection requirements to ensure the lowest possible break angles and provides extra protection for tail lights.

Oak Decking
Oak Decking is available with 1.5" nominal oak decking that is double screwed to crossmembers to prevent warping. This deck will last up to 20 years of rugged service.

Trail King 2-Part Polyurethane Primer & Paint
*See your local dealer for full list of available options.